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Abstract—Innovative analysis methods applied to data extracted by off-the-shelf peripherals can provide useful results
in activity recognition without requiring large computational
resources. In this paper a framework is proposed for automated
posture and gesture recognition, exploiting depth data provided
by a commercial tracking device. The detection problem is
handled as a semantic-based resource discovery. A general
data model and the corresponding ontology provide the formal
underpinning for automatic posture and gesture annotation
via standard Semantic Web languages. Hence, a logic-based
matchmaking, exploiting non-standard inference services, allows
to: (i) detect postures via on-the-fly comparison of the retrieved
annotations with standard posture descriptions stored as instances of a proper Knowledge Base; (ii) compare subsequent
postures in order to recognize gestures. The framework has
been implemented in a prototypical tool and experimental tests
have been carried out on a reference dataset. Preliminary results
indicate the feasibility of the proposed approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Recent technological enhancements opened the way for
novel possibilities in activity recognition. Infrared depth sensors allow to distinguish three-dimensional (3D) shapes in an
environment, a kind of information which is often hard to
derive from standard video data [1]. Unfortunately, until latest
years depth sensors were very expensive and therefore they
were used in limited applications and circumstances. Nevertheless, nowadays low-cost multi-sensor devices, as for example
Microsoft Kinect, have become available. They are generally
equipped with a standard RGB video camera, a microphone
and an infrared depth sensor with resolution and accuracy
enough for practical applications. It has to be considered
that deficiencies of capture precision (especially in generalpurpose use cases, where performance decreases due to variety
of the input) could be compensated by novel software-side
analysis approaches. Particularly, studies in machine learning
techniques, algorithms and tools have enabled novel classes
of data interpretation approaches. In addition, the exploitation

of logic-based and approximate discovery strategies leverage
non-exact matching results to counterbalance possible weaknesses in capturing activities.
In this paper a framework is proposed for automated posture and gesture detection, exploiting depth data provided
by the Microsoft Kinect tracking device. Introduced novel
features are: (i) adoption of standard Semantic Web technologies for posture and gesture annotations; (ii) exploitation of
non-standard inferences services provided by an embedded
matchmaker [2] to automatically detect postures and gestures.
Particularly, the recognition problem is handled as a resource
discovery, grounded on a semantic-based matchmaking [3].
The needed terminology (a.k.a. ontology) for geometry-based
semantic descriptions of postures has been encapsulated in a
Knowledge Base (KB) also including several instances representing pose templates to be detected. 3D body model data
detected by Kinect are pre-processed on-the-fly to identify key
postures, i.e., unambiguous and not transient body positions.
They typically correspond to the initial or final state of a
gesture. Each key posture is then annotated adopting standard
Semantic Web languages based on the Description Logics
(DL) formalism. Hence, non-standard inferences allows to
compare the retrieved annotations with templates populating
the Knowledge Base and a similarity-based ranking supports
the discovery of the best matching posture.
The theoretical framework has been implemented in a
prototype and experiments have been carried out on a public
dataset [4]. Preliminary results report a satisfactory recognition
precision for various kinds gestures, validating the feasibility
and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The theoretical framework and the proposed approach are presented
in Section II while details about designed prototype are in
Section III. Most relevant related work is surveyed in Section
IV before conclusion and future remarks in Section V.

II. P ROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed framework carries out gesture recognition in
three steps: (i) posture description, which provides posture
annotations; (ii) posture detection, which sequentially identifies a few reference postures, named key postures; (iii) gesture
identification, which labels recognized gestures as sequences
of key postures. Data capture is provided by the Kinect for
Windows SDK1 which uses the depth sensor to produce a 3D
human body model (skeleton) composed by 20 joints having
(x, y, z) coordinates.
The architecture of the proposed system is depicted in
Figure 1. It is based on three main components:
(A) posture annotator, which exploits skeleton tracking in
order to give a description of body poses with unambiguous
semantics.
(B) semantic matchmaking engine [2] exploiting nonstandard logic-based reasoning to support approximated discovery and ranking of key postures along with the explanation
of outcomes. (C,D) posture and gesture repositories, storing
instances in a Knowledge Base, expressed according to the
shared reference ontology.
A. Data model
The proposed framework adopts a posture description model
similar to the one in [5], by converting each joint position originally in Cartesian coordinates to a local spherical reference
system (see Figure 2). Each skeleton segment is referenced via
its zenith and azimuth angles {θ, ϕ} with respect to the parent
joint. Thanks to software-side correction effort, a considerable
accuracy in detection is not needed –if compared to on-screen
rendering– hence a straightforward joint-angle skeleton model
is enough. It provides invariance to sensor orientation and
skeleton variations among different subjects and, in spite of
its simplistic nature, it allows to represent a broad variety
of human postures keeping under control the complexity of
the automatic procedures both for annotation and recognition.
Raw angular information is labeled using the Cone-Shaped
Directional (CSD) logic framework [6] as formal reference.
Particularly, in the proposed model a set of labeled directions is
used for given θ and ϕ value ranges between each parent-child
joint pair. A series of cone-shaped 3D regions are so defined.
The proposed model does not annotate spherical coordinates
of body extremities (feet and hands), because they are often
inferred by the Kinect SDK, so the posture detection process
could be affected by some inaccuracy. In order to annotate
hand location, proximity to other joints (e.g., other hand or
head) is evaluated.
B. Ontology for postures and gestures
In order to enable a fully automated gesture annotation
from a sequence of body postures as well as the further
matchmaking for recognition, the skeleton representation
model described above must be translated using an ontology
language grounded on a given logic and provided with a
1 http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/develop/

Fig. 2: Spherical coordinates reference system.

proper semantics. A prototypical ontology modeling the
domain of interest has been defined, using a subset of OWL
22 elements corresponding to the ALN (Attributive Language
with unqualified Number restrictions) formal language of
DLs family. DLs are based on concepts representing classes
of objects, roles joining pairs of objects and individuals
which are specific named objects. ALN includes the Top
(>) and Bottom (⊥) concepts and the following constructors:
atomic concept negation ¬, conjunction u, qualified universal
restriction ∀, unqualified existential restriction ∃ and
unqualified number restrictions ≥, ≤. Main patterns are
reported hereafter.
Body elements. Joints are modeled as subclasses of the
SkeletonJoint class. Likewise, skeleton segments are
expressed as subclasses of SkeletonSegment (Figure 3a).
Each segment is related to the joints at its extremities through
hasParentJoint and hasChildJoint properties (e.g.,
in Figure 3b).
Body part positions. Skeleton body part positions are
expressed by means of subclasses of SkeletonBodyPart
element, modeling common body part poses (e.g.,
RightArmRaised). Each configuration is related to a
subclass of SkeletonSegment through azimuth and zenith
properties. The mapping between {θ, ϕ} values and the object
properties is achieved via the CSD framework described
above.
Hands. Hands position proximity to other joints is expressed
through hasRightHandNear and hasLeftHandNear
properties. Furthermore, cardinality restrictions are also
considered.
Postures. Subclasses of BodyPosture represent pre-defined
body poses. They are related to body part position classes
through the hasPosition property. As an example, Figure
3b depicts a portion of StandingHandsOnEyesPosture
definition, which describes the right arm; remaining body
parts are described following the same modeling pattern.
Simple gestures. Gestures are detected via the spatial
position of body parts, which can move together in order
to shape a higher-level movement (e.g., raising both arms).
2 OWL 2 Web Ontology Language Document Overview (Second Edition),
W3C Recommendation, 11 December 2012, http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2overview/

Fig. 1: Architectural block diagram of the proposed framework

Particularly, gestures involving a single body part are
expressed as subclasses of SimpleGesture. Moreover,
SimpleGesture can be divided into two kinds of
movements: (i) LimbGesture, i.e., gestures related
to a whole body part (e.g., raising right arm on side); (ii)
SegmentGesture, which model more articulate movements
involving body extremities (e.g., waving hand to say hello).
In both cases, each gesture class is labeled as a sequence
of body postures, where the preceding one is related to the
following one through the hasNext property. For instance,
BringingRightArmForwardGesture class definition
is shown in Figure 3.
Complex gestures. Complex gestures involving more body
parts are expressed as subclasses of CompositeGesture.
They are related to SimpleGesture through the
hasGesture property. As an example, Figure 3
shows
ShootingGesture
definition,
which
is
composed
of
BringingRightArmForward
and
BringingLeftArmForward.
C. Non-standard inferences for semantic matchmaking
The proposed gesture detection approach is based on a
deductive inference framework which: (i) exploits machineunderstandable annotated descriptions; (ii) allows to infer
implicit knowledge from annotations; (iii) adopts the Open
World Assumption (OWA, the lack of a feature in a resource
representation is not necessarily a constraint of absence).
Particularly, matchmaking services are leveraged to: (i) detect
key posture best matching retrieved low-level annotation; (ii)
derive gesture annotation by applying inference services to
detected key posture sequences; (iii) identify the gesture class
corresponding to obtained description. The key posture identification is managed as a semantic-based resource discovery
on a Knowledge Base, where logic-based inference services

provide a similarity ranking. Also a detailed semantic-based
explanation of results is returned as useful outcome.
Semantic matchmaking can be defined as the process of
finding the best matches among n resources Si (i = 1, . . . , n)
for a given request R, where both request and resources are
annotated with respect to a common reference ontology [7].
In the proposed approach, Si are the key posture templates in
the Knowledge Base, while R is the current annotated posture.
Most reasoners usually provide two standard Satisfiability
and Subsumption inference services for matchmaking. In particular, Subsumption returns true iff all features requested in
R are provided by Si , but full matches are infrequent in
practical scenarios, so it usually gives hopeless ’no match’
results. On the contrary, Concept Abduction (CA) non-standard
inference service, originally formalized and applied in ecommerce scenarios [7], is adopted in this work to: (i) provide
explanation of outcomes beyond the trivial “yes/no” answer
of subsumption tests and (ii) enable a logic-based relevance
ranking of a set of available resources for a specific query. If
R and Si are compatible –i.e., not contradictory– but Si does
not fully satisfy R, CA allows to determine what is missing in
Si . The solution H (for Hypothesis) to CA represents “why”
the subsumption relation does not hold. H can be interpreted
as what is requested in R and not specified in Si . In this
way, it is possible to support non-exact matches and to define
metrics upon H to compute logic-based ranking of resources
best approximating the request. Given S and R in Conjunctive
Normal Form, Algorithm 1 finds a minimal solution for CA in
ALN DL in the number of conjuncts in H and computes the
corresponding penalty function for S with respect to R [7].
In the proposed approach, semantic similarity is computed by
normalizing the penalty according to the ontology structure
[3] and translating it in a [0, 100] percent ascending scale.
A toy example should clarify the above process. Let us

(a) Body posture class hierarchy

(b) Key posture template

(c) Gesture hierarchy

(d) Gesture definition template

Fig. 3: Posture ontology model

consider the following resources in the Knowledge Base key
posture templates .
Standup with right arm outstretched (S1 ): person standing
up with straight and parallel legs, left arm straight along
left side and right arm outstretched, head up looking straight
ahead. With reference to the domain ontology, it is expressed
as:
(S1 ) ≡ StandupP osture
u
∀ hasP osition.(HeadU p
Lef tArmAlongSide u RightArmOutstretched)).

u

Standup with raised arms on side (S2 ): person standing up
with straight and parallel legs, left arm raised on left side

and right arm raised on right side, head up looking straight
ahead. In DL notation:
(S2 ) ≡ StandupP osture
u
∀ hasP osition.(HeadU p
Lef tArmRaised u RightArmRaised)).

u

It can be noticed that the structure of the proposed ontology
allows to keep posture annotations short and easy to understand, because details are encapsulated in referenced defined
classes.
Movement information is inferred by applying CA to pairs
of subsequent key postures. For example, assuming G=S1 →
S2 is detected, the system automatically infers the following
gesture dynamics:

Require: hL, R, S, T i with L = ALN , acyclic T
Ensure: hH, penaltyi with penalty ≥ 0 and H ∈ ALN
1: H := >;
2: penalty := 0;
3: for all concept name A in R do
4:
if no B in S exists such that B v A then
5:
H := H u A;
6:
penalty := penalty + 1;
7:
end if
8: end for
9: for all concept (≥ x P ) in R do
10:
if (≥ y P ) exists in S and y < x then
11:
H := H u (≥ x R);
12:
penalty := penalty + x−y
;
x
13:
else if no (≥ y P ) exists in S then
14:
H := H u (≥ x P );
15:
penalty := penalty + 1;
16:
end if
17: end for
18: for all concept (≤ x P ) in R do
19:
if (≤ y P ) exists in S and x < y then
20:
H := H u (≤ x P );
21:
penalty := penalty + y−x
;
x
22:
else if no (≤ y P ) exists in S then
23:
H := H u (≤ x P );
24:
penalty := penalty + 1;
25:
end if
26: end for
27: for all concept ∀P.E in D do
28:
if ∀P.F exists in S then
29:
hH 0 , penalty 0 i := abduce (hL, E, F, T i);
30:
H := H u ∀P.H 0 ;
31:
penalty := penalty + penalty 0 ;
32:
else
33:
H := H u ∀P.E;
34:
penalty := penalty + 1;
35:
end if
36: end for
37: return hH, penaltyi

Algorithm 1: Concept Abduction in ALN DL

HS1 ,S2 ≡
∀ hasP osition.( ∀ isHorizontal.(RightLowerArm
Lef tLowerArm)
u
∀ isDownwards.(RightU pperArm
Lef tU pperArm).
HS2 ,S1 ≡ ∀ hasP osition.(≡ ∀ isU pwards.(RightLowerArm
Lef tLowerArm)
u
∀ isHorizontal.(RightU pperArm
Lef tU pperArm).

u
u
u
u

HS1 ,S2 models the starting horizontal position of arms, which
are lifted to vertical position, expressed in HS2 ,S1 . Therefore,
the overall gesture annotation is retrieved:
(G)DetectedGesture ≡ ∀ hasN ext.( ∀ hasP osition.( ∀ isHorizontal.
(RightLowerArm
u
Lef tLowerArm)
u
∀
isDownwards.(RightU pperArm
u Lef tU pperArm))
u
∀ hasN ext.( ∀ hasP osition.(≡ ∀ isU pwards.(RightLowerArm u
Lef tLowerArm)
u
∀ isHorizontal.(RightU pperArm
u
Lef tU pperArm)))).

Finally, the system can compute semantic similarity between
detected movement G and stored gestures (resources) from
the repository, computed by the matchmaker solving Concept
Abduction. Furthermore, the best matching gesture is returned
along with the related score and H values.
III. P ROTOTYPE AND EVALUATION
In order to prove both feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed approach, a software prototype has been implemented,
extending the Kinect Toolbox3 . Thanks to the GUI in Figure
3 Kinect

Toolbox, http://kinecttoolbox.codeplex.com/

4, the tool allows users to compose semantic annotations for
body postures and gestures, without requiring specific knowledge of Semantic Web languages and underlying logic-based
formalisms. When a subject is facing the Kinect sensor, her/his
movements are tracked and skeleton data are retrieved and
displayed on the panel (A). Hence, the system allows to process pre-recorded data and by pressing the ‘Annotate Posture’
button on panel (D) a real-time posture description is shown.
Panel (B) provides an intuitive tree-like graphical representation. The reference ontology is loaded and its elements populate the upper part of the panel. Current posture annotation
is displayed in the lower portion of panel (B) so that the user
can edit it through drag-and-drop of classes and properties
from the ontology: context menus appear whenever additional
information have to be specified. Finally the description can
be saved by clicking on the ’Apply’ button just below.
Current body pose is detected as a possible key posture only if
it lasts for a tunable motion sensitivity parameter. In that case,
it is automatically processed for recognition. The embedded
lightweight reasoner [2] performs semantic matchmaking between the real-time annotation and each posture instance in the
Knowledge Base. As a result, the recognized pose is returned
as the one that best matches the Kinect-derived annotation, and
it is added to the timeline (C). The sequence of recognized key
postures is processed by the embedded reasoner, as explained
in Section II-C. Inferred semantic description is displayed in
panel (B) while the recognized gesture is added in the list (C),
between the key postures composing the sequence.
An experimental campaign was carried out to obtain a preliminary performance evaluation of the proposed method. A subset
of gestures was selected from Microsoft Research Cambridge12 data set [4]. Each gesture was repeated at least 10 times
consecutively. Preliminarily, a set of body posture and the associated gestures were defined. Then the prototype was tuned
to a motion sensitivity of 0.3 sec –equivalent to 9 frames at
the default NUI API sampling frequency of 30 frames/sec–
and a similarity threshold of 70%. Results are reported in
Table I. For each gesture the F-score with corresponding precision and recall were taken. In general, precision is high
(always above 0.8); if posture detection results are good, then
also recall is high. The proposed approach was compared to
[8], where performance tests on the same gesture set were
evaluated against three classifiers: SVM, Naive Bayes and
Random Forest. Histogram in Figure 5 shows the data: in
three of five cases semantic matchmaking performs better; in
two cases it takes the third place. The overall performance is
comparable with the more computationally intensive methods
SVM and random forest. Higher inter-gesture variance is due
to the quality of recognition at the posture level. Unfortunately,
a more complete comparison including processing intervals
could not be performed, because times were not reported in
[8].
IV. R ELATED WORK
A comprehensive state of the art of activity recognition can be
found in [9]. Detection algorithms can be divided into machine

Fig. 4: Prototype tool screenshot

Gesture

F-score

Precision

Recall

0,92

0,94

0,90

0,88

0,95

0,82

0,62

0,82

0,50

0,66

0,85

0,54

0,81

0,92

0,73

Start music/raise volume

Crouch or hide

Navigate to next menu

Take a bow

Shoot with a pistol

TABLE I: Experimental results

Fig. 5: F-score of four methods

learning and ontology-based ones. Methods grounded on machine learning can be either supervised or unsupervised. Supervised techniques [5], [10] require a relatively large corpus of
labeled data to be built for training, usually by hand. Furthermore, the resulting models achieve good accuracy only for the
specific scenarios they are built for. They are not reusable and
scalable when individual behavior or environmental conditions
change. Therefore, recognition of a large diversity of activities
in real-world application scenarios could be deemed as impractical. Unsupervised methods [11] try to build recognition
models directly from unlabeled data, by manually assigning a
probability to each possible activity and using a graph-based,
algebraic or probabilistic model. The availability of large data
collections associated with partial human annotation has recently turned the attention to semi-supervised learning [12].
By combining small-scale expert labeled data and large-scale
unlabeled data based on certain assumptions, semi-supervised
learning methods try to find the best tradeoff between system
accuracy and required human and computational effort.
Ontology-based activity recognition follows a completely different approach. It exploits knowledge representation for activity and sensor data modeling, and logic-based reasoning to
perform activity recognition. Such approaches: (i) use semantically rich formalisms to explicitly define and describe a library
of models for all possible instances in a domain; (ii) aggregate
and translate sensed data into logical formulae grounded on
the above terminology; (iii) perform deductions to infer a
minimal model based on the set of observed actions. Ontologybased approaches bridge the semantic gap between low-level
observations and high-level detected phenomena. Ontologies
are also a way to share knowledge between researchers of
recognition algorithms and application developers, who can
expand and adapt the terminology to their particular needs.

In order to exploit this benefit, in [13] a video movement
ontology was engineered to allow automatic annotation of
human movements in the classic Benesh notation. A standard
ontology-based framework for video annotation was proposed
in [14], allowing a hierarchical representation of events, by
means of Video Event Representation Language (VERL) and
Video Event Markup Language (VEML). The description of
complex events is built by aggregation of elementary concepts
through temporal relationships. However, VERL is rather complex and verbose, so that exhaustive definition of recognition
rules is not practical for large sets without domain-specific
customizations and/or user-friendly tools. This is why the tool
proposed here –even though in a prototype form– lets domain
experts expand the core Knowledge Base through a visual
workflow. Automated analysis of surveillance video is one
of the most frequent applications of ontology-based activity
recognition and annotation [14], [15]. Chen and Nugent [9]
proposed an ontology-based approach which is more similar
to the one described here: Activities of Daily Living (ADL)
Description Logics (DL) ontology was produced for activity
modeling and reasoning in the context of smart homes. Subsumption was used to enable flexible activity recognition at
different levels of detail, depending on the amount of knowledge acquired from the environment. Anyway, as pointed out
in [16], standard inference services are not enough in these
cases, since recognition/interpretation tasks cannot be considered simply as classification tasks, but they are more similar to
model construction ones. Therefore, in the approach proposed
here, subsumption is replaced by the Concept Abduction nonstandard DL reasoning task, which actually aims to build a
concept (i.e., a model) for missing information whenever a
full/subsumption match cannot be achieved.
The main weakness of most logic-based approaches it that

they do not offer mechanisms for deciding whether one particular model is more effective than another. In the framework of this paper, recognition is treated as a matchmaking
problem returning a score as output, which can be used to
compare different ontological models. Besides, the majority of
ontology-based proposals have adopted a top-down approach
so far, focusing only on high-level activities and events. The
approach presented here is complementary, since it allows
activity recognition from the bottom up. Hence, it is open to
extension toward the upper layers or to integration with other
high-level event annotation frameworks.
Several tools aim to support developers of recognition applications, e.g., KINA toolkit [17] and DejaVu [18]. Conversely,
practitioners are the target users of the proposed prototype:
the tool helps them build representative postures and gestures
for their work domain, by composing visually a high-level
description. Furthermore, annotations can be derived from the
automatic characterization of the posture and gestures of the
user in front of Kinect.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper introduced a general-purpose framework for semanticbased gesture annotation and recognition. It exploits 3D joint
position data provided by a Microsoft Kinect device. A general model was devised to characterize body parts and most
common postures, and a corresponding ontology was designed
to annotate them formally through Semantic Web languages.
The posture and gesture recognition problem have been basically handled as resource discovery grounded on semantic
matchmaking, exploiting non-standard inference services. The
framework has been implemented in a prototypical tool: early
results obtained with respect to a reference dataset provide a
promising proof of concept.
Future work aims to enhance the presented framework toward
action recognition. This goal will require an extension of both
data model and domain ontology, allowing to annotate an
action as ordered sequence of gestures. Also the semantic
matchmaking framework will be extended to support a more
articulate recognition. Finally, a broader experimentation and
comparison with state-of-the-art approaches is planned both in
terms of accuracy and computational performance.
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